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On December 22, ,;s5;,  the City  of Yilford  filed an amended complaint
(superseding an earlier filed original complaint) with the Connecticut State
Board of Labor Relations (Labor Board) alleging that Local 1566, Council #4,
AFSCNE,  AFL-CIO (the Union) had engaged and was engaging in prohibited
practices within the meaning of Section 7-470(b)  of the Municipal  Employee
Relations Act (the Act) in that the Union had failed to bargain in good
faith during negotiations for a successor collective bargaining agreement.

On February 26, "1935,  the parties appeared before the Labor Board for
a hearing at the Labor Department buildin, v in Xethersfield,  Connecticut,
Both parties were represented and provided a full opportunity to adduce
evidence, examine and cross-examine witnesses, and make argument. Written
post-hearing briefs were received by the Labor Board from the parties by
April 25, 1985.

On the basis of the record before us, we make the following findings
of fact, conclusions of law, and order.

Findings of Fact

I. The City is a municipal employer within  the meaning of the Act.

2. The Union is an employee organization within the meaning of the
Act and at all times relevant to this case has been the exclusive bargaining
representative for a bargaining unit comprised of certain employees of the
City.
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3. The parties had a collective bargaining agreement scheduled to
expire on June 30, 1984 (the Contract).'

4; .Pursuant  to Section '7-473b  of the Connecticut General Statutes,
negotiations for a successor collective bargaining agreement (successor con-
tract) were supposed to begin not later than the first week of March 1984.

5. The negotiations began late, with  the first negotiating session
not being held until April 13, 1984.

6. Present for the City at this meeting were City‘ Personnel Director
James McAllister and Constance Nutter.

7. Present for the Union at this meeting was its local negotiating.
,team  and Paul Wallace, Union Staff Representative serving as the Union's
spokesperson.

8 . At this meeting, the City submitted proposed ground rules for the
negotiations.

.9. The specific ground rules proposal made by the City was itself not
submitted into evidence by either'party, but by testimony was shown to be
comprehensive, covering subjects that are often addressed in Connecticut

public sector collective bargaining ground rules, including provisions for
handling time and location of meetings, negotiating commLttees,  single.
spokespersons, closed sessions and private negotiations, proposals, caucuses

and agreements.

10. At the April 13, 1984 session, the parties met jointly for only
ten to fifteen minutes, with the Union separately caucusing for approxf-
mately an hour.

.

11. The Union's response to the City’s ground rules proposal was given -: 3
orally by Wallace at the April 13, 1984 meeting and was that the City's
proposal was unacceptable and the Union desired to have no ground rules at
all for the negotiations. Wallace also oade reference to the negotiations
proceeding to arbitration, but what he specifically said at that time is
unclear from the record presented to us.

12. At the conclusion of the April 13, 1984 meeting, the parties
agreed to meet again for negotiations on April 18, 1984.

13. Before the scheduled April 18, 1984 meeting, Wallace wrote a
letter to the State Board of Mediation and Arbitration, dated April 16,
1984, requesting fact finding and mediation. .The  Union did not press this
request with the Board of Mediation and Arbitration and that Board did not
respond to his request so far as the record shows.

14. The parties met for negotiations on April 18, 1984  as scheduled.
Present for the City were McAllister and Nutter. Present for the Union was
its negotiating team, including-Wallace.

15. At the April 18, 1984  meeting, Wallace raised an objection to the
presence of Nutter as a member of the City's negotiating team, claiming her
membership' thereon constituted a conflict of interest. The record does not
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show the .Union's basis for this objection. Neither party introduced
evidence regarding Nutter's  position with the City other than that she was
serving as a member of the City's negotiating team.

16. At tine April 18, .I984  meeting, the City re-submitted its pro-
posals for ground rules for the negotiations. The Union again rejected tie
idea of having ground rules. Other than the matter of Nutter's  presence on
the City's negotiating team, the only matter discussed at the meeting was
whether there would be ground rules and there was no agreement on that
subject.

1 7 . At the April 18, 1984 session, the parties met jointly for only
ten to twenty minutes. There was separate caucusing lasting approximately
forty to.fifty  minutes.

18. Either at the conclusion of that meeting, or sometime soon
'thereafter, the parties agreed to schedule a.third  negotiation session for
May 16, 1984, at which time each side was to present its initial proposals
for terms of a successor contract.

19. The parties met on May 16, 1984 as scheduled. The Union did not
have with it any written proposals  for a successor contract, although the
Union may .have  orally indicated to the City what soine.of  its proposals were
going to be.

20. The City came to the May 16, 1984 meeting with its initial . .
written contract proposals. Despite.the  fact that there was supposed to be
.a mutual exchange of formal proposals and the Union had come without any
written or formal proposals, the City gave ,its  initial written contract
proposals to the Union.

21. These proposals were introduced by neither party at the hearing.

22. Some of the City's initial proposals constituted "give-backs."
After looking at the City's proposals at the May 16, 1984 meeting, Wallace,' *
informed the City that the Union would not agree to any give-backs, and that
if that was the presentation the City was going to make, the parties .should
proceed to arbitration. From this point on, it was the Union's position
that the negotiations should proceed to arbitration.

23. .Including  caucuses, the May 16, 1984 meeting lasted one hour.
The parties met jointly for only about twenty minutes of that hour.

24. At the conclusion of the May 16, 1984 meeting, McAllister
suggested specific meeting dates for further negotiations and asked Wallace
for dates.

25. In response, Wallace told McAllister that he would "check  his
calendar" and contact XcAllister  to arrange an appropriate date for such a
meeting.

2 6 . Wallace did not contact McAllister to arrange further meeting
. dates.

27. On May 18 and 29, 1984, previously scheduled meetings were held
on an unrelated grievance matter that was pending between the parties.
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Among those present at the grievance meetings were McAllister and Wallace.
On both occasions McAllister pressed Wallace for further dates to meet for
contract negotiations, but Wallace put him off again by saying he would have
to check his calendar.

2 8 . By letter dated June 1, 1984, McAllister.wrote  to the Board of
Mediation and Arbitration requesting the assistance of a state mediator. In
his letter, McAllister stated:

Negotiations began .on April 13, 1984 between the.City  of Milford
and Local 1566, Council 4, AFSCME, for a successor agreement for
the period beginning July 1, 1984. To date, the parties have
not reached an agreement and Local 1566 has failed to submit any
proposal and refused to respond to the City's proposals.

Therefore, the City hereby requests the mediation services of
the State Board of Mediation and Arbitration pursuant to Section
7-473b  of the Connecticut General Statutes.

(Exhibit 4)

29. During the month of June 1984, McAllister and Wallace were at'
three meetings (June 5, 28, and 29) for other City/Union business. At each
'of these meetings, McAllister pressed Wallace fpr dates to.meet  for contract
negotiations. Wallace continued to tell McAllister that he would have to
check.his  calendar.

30. During the month of June, the Board of Mediation and Arbitration
assigned mediator Peter Horn to handle the contract negotiations in response
to the City's June 1, 1984 letter. Horn tried to arrange dates for
mediation with Wallace, but without success.

31. Sometime in late June or early July, City 'Mayor Alberta Jagoe
expressed her concern to McAllister about lack of progress in the negotia-
tions. She asked McAllister to try and set up a meeting in her office with
the Union for the purpose of exploring "ways  of getting negotiations
moving." Wallace agreed to attend such a meeting.

32. As a result, on July 6, 1984, a meeting was held in the Mayor's
office. In attendance were Wallace, the Union President, McAllister, the
City Attorney, and the Mayor. There was a general discussion about the
negotiations at this meeting including some references to the proposals the
City had made. At the conclusion of the meeting, Wallace said he would
provide McAllister with dates to meet for negotiations.

33. Subsequently, although Wallace was available for and met on
grievance meetings unrelated to the contract negotiations on July 19 and 20,

Wallace claimed he was unable to meet for contract negotiations during
July. Through the-efforts of mediator Horn, however, a negotiating session
was arranged for August 1, 1984.

34. The August 1, 1984  meeting lasted less than one hour. At this
meeting, the Union finally presented written initial proposals for a
successor contract. After submitting these written proposals, the Union
orally added a series of further proposals and stated that it was reserving
the right to add additional proposals at a later date.
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35. Another meeting was scheduled for August 30, 1984.

36. In the meantime, McAllister followed up the August 1, 1984 meet-
ing with the following letter to Wallace, dated August 6, 1984:

I have reviewed the proposals you submitted on August 1, 1984
for changes in the labor agreement and your request for wage
increases for a successor agreement to the labor agreement
between'the City and Local 1566.

As indicated by you on August Ist, you have fully acquainted
yourself with the City's proposals for'changes as.submitted  to
you on.May  16, 1984.

In view of the fact that both of us and our respective nego-
tiating committees are now knowledgeable about the issues-for
bargaining purposes, it suggests that we earnestly endeavor to
meet as early and as frequently as possible in our desire to
obtain a resolution.

I shall be pleased to meet with you, evenings and/or on
weekends, in order to accomplish a conclusion to this matter.

: ,Hopefully,  we can arrange meetings prior to our currently next
scheduled meeting of August 30, 1984..

If your calendar will.permit  such scheduling, please call me so
that we can arrange a mutually convenient schedule of interim
dates.

(Exhibit 5)

37. Wallace did not respond to this letter. .

38. On August 30, 1984, the parties met as scheduled with mediator
Horn for negotiations. The total length of the meeting was about one hour,
with only 20-30 minutes involving joint meeting between the parties; the
rest was separate caucus.

39. The discussion at this meeting primarily focused on clarification
of proposals with virtually no in depth discussion of proposals. At the
conclusion of the meeting, Wallace said he would check his calendar for
.additional  dates on which to meet.I

40. Between August 30 and September 25, McAllister asked Wallace for
dates on which to meet but without success.

41. McAllister sent the following letter, dated September 25, 1984,
to Wallace:

As you are well aware, I am most anxious to continue our contract
negotiations in order to arrive at an early resolution for a
successor agreement. -.

We have not had a meeting since August 30, 1984  at the conclusion
of which it was my understanding that you would be reviewing your
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appointment calendar and making adjustments so that you would be
able to schedule certain dates with me.

.As  I've indicated to you in prier  conversations, I am willing to
meet on weekends and/or evenings.

I would most appreciate your contacting me so that we can set up
a schedule, in cooperation with Hr. Peter Horn, the State
mediator.

(Exhibit 6) '

42. On October 1, 1984, McAllister again asked Wallace for meeting
.dates  with no success.

43.  McAllister sent the following letter, dated October 4, 1984, to
Peter Horn:

Despite repeated efforts by the City to arrange meetings for bar-'
gaining purposes, including a written request on September 25, 1984
followed by an oral request on October 1, 1984 to Mr. Paul Wallace,
AFSCME Council 4 Staff Representative, there continues to be an
obvious reluctance by Mr..Wallace  to meet with the City to discuss
matters designed for a resolution of a successor agreement.

.Therefore,  I am requesting that you certify to the St&te  Board of
Mediation and Arbitration that the conditions prerequi,site  to fact
finding in this dispute between the parties have been met in
accordance with Title 7,  Section 7-473  (b) of tne Ceneral  Statutes.

Please accept my thanks and appreciation for your exhaustive efforts
in trying to arrange for such a meeting.

(Exhibit 7)

.
44* On October 11, 1984, the Board of Mediation  and Arbitration

imposed binding arbitration at the request of the Union.

Conclusions of Law

1 . The Union refused to bargain in good faith in negotiations with
the City for a successor collective bargaLling  agreement and thereby
violated Sections 7-470(b)(2), 7-469 and 7-470(c)  of the Act.

2. The defenses offered by the Union present no reasonably debatable
issues and are wholly frivolous in view of the record presented.

3. The remedial purposes of the Act will be served by an order
requiring the Union to make the City whole for:

(4 reasonable attorneys' fees and related costs in
the.processing  of this case, and

(b) payment to the City of its share of ,the  costs of
binding arbitration for a successor collective bargaining
agreement.
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Discussion

. The duty to bargain in good faith is a mutual-duty. It is imposed by
the Act equally on both municipal employers and unions. In this regard, the
Act specifies that it is a prohibited practice for either party to refuse to
bargain in good faith. Section 7-470(a)(J)  of the Act states:

Municipal employers or their representatives or agents are
prohibited from... . ..refusing  to bargain collectively in good

faith with an employee organization which has been designated...
as the exclusive representative of employees in an appropriate
unit.

Section 7-470(b)(2) of the Act states:

Employee organizations or their agents are prohibited
from... . ..refusing to bargain collectively in good faith with
a municipal employer, if-it has been designated...as the
exclusive representative of employees in an appropriate unit. _

The duty to.bargain  is emphasized in Section 7-469  and is defined in Section
7-470(c)  of the Act as follows: .

sec. 7-4.69. Duty to bargain collectively. The municipal
employer and such employee organization as has been designated
as exclusive representative of'employees in an appropriate unit,
th.ro;gh  appropriate officials or their representatives, shall
have the duty to bargain collectively. 'This duty extends to the
obligation to bargain collectively as.set  forth in subsection
(c) of section 7-470.

Sec. 7-470 (c) For the purposes of said sections, to
bargain collectively is the performance of the mutual obligation
of the municipal employer or his designated representatives and
the representative of the employees to meet at reasonable times,
including meetings appropriately related to the budget-making
process, and confer in good faith with respect to wages, hours
and other conditions of employment, or the negotiation of an
agreement, or any question arising thereunder, and the execution
of a written contract incorporating any agreement reached if
requested by either party, but such obligation shall not compel
either party to agree to a proposal or require tne making of a
concession.

The mutual obligation to bargain in good faith is at the heart of the
public policy favoring collective bargaining and "[elnforcement  of the
obligation to bargain collectively is crucial to the statutory scheme.
Performance of the duty to bargain requires more than a willingness to enter
upon a sterile discussion of union-management differences." NLRB v.
American National Insurance Company, 343 iJ.S. 395, 404 (19j2)."LG700d

faith bargaining presupposes a desire to enter ultimately into a collective
bargaining contract. While this duty does not require an agreement, it does
prohibit mere pretense at negotiations with a closed mind and without a
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spirit of cooperation and good faith.ll  Clear Pine-Mouldings, Inc. v*  NLRB,
632 F.2d  721, 728-29  (Cir. 9, 1980). (( TJhe  basic question is whether the
[negotiator] acted like a man with a mind closed against agreement."

Eastern Maine Medical Center v.  NLRB, 658 F.2d  1, IO (Cir 1, 1981). Lack of
good faith can be demonstrated when the totality of the circumstances shows
that a party adopted a purposeful strategy to ensure that bargaining would
be futile or would fail. Hudson Chemical Company, 258 NLRB No. 9 at 155
(1981). As the Connecticut Supreme Court has stated in relying upon federal
precedent, the duty to negotiate in good faith is an obligation to partici-
pate actively in deliberations so as to indicate a present intention to find

basis for agreement. West Hartford Education Association v*  DeCourcy, f62
Corm. 566 (1972).

Whether a party has bargained in good faith must be determined in
light of the totality of the circumstances. DeCourcy, supra. In the
present case, it is clear that the Union failed to bargmn  good faith and

therefore committed a prohibited practice in violation-of Sections 7-470
b) (2),  7-469 and 7-470(c)  of the Act.

In defining the duty to bargain, Section 7-470(c)  expressly requires
that a party "meet  at reasonable times." The record shows that the Union
failed to meet this requirement. The number of meetings was few and the

duration of the meetings held.was  extremely short, especially for nego-
tiations for a full successor collective bargaining a,greement. There were
only five meetings between the time when negotiations were required by the
Act to begin and October Il., 1984 when binding arbitration was imposed at

the request of the Union. The total amount of joint meeting time in these
negotiations was approximately two hours. The record plainly demonstrates
that the,sparse  negotiating was a result of Wallace's continuous avoidance
and failure to meet despite the City's repeated efforts over a long period
,of  time to bring Wallace to the table. Even if Wallace's schedule really
had been so busy that he could not have met, this'would not have been a
defense.. See e.g., NLRB v. Cable Vision, Inc., 660 F,2d  1 (Cir. 1, 1981);
NLRB v. Exchange ParrCompany,  339 F.2d  829, 832-33  (Cir. 5, 1965);
International Union, UAW v. NLRB, 455 F.2d  1357 (D.C. Cir. 1971); Hudson
Chemical Co., supra. However, the record presented shows that Wallace's
excuse of havingscheduling  problems was nothing more than a transparent
pretext for his true intention which was that he simply had no desire to
meet. His continued putting off of the City with the excuse of having .to
check his calendar reveals not a scheduling problem, but a subjective desire
not to meet. Wallace was able to meet on other business which he wanted to
move along, but at the same time lie was largely unavailable for negotia-
tions. In the meantime, the Act's timetable for negotiations and impasse
resolution procedures continued to pass by and expiration of the existing
collective bargaining agreement came and went.*

* Section 7-473b(a)  of the Act requires that negotiations begin not later
than one hundred and twenty (120) days before expiration of the existing
contract. Section 7-473b(b) requires that fact finding commence within
seventy-five (75) days from the beginning of negotiations, unless the
parties jointly waive fact finding in writing. Section 7-473~  requires that
binding arbitration commence within ninaty (90) days after expiration of the
existing contract. ._
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Delay in making counter offers is significant in determining whether
there has been bad faitn  bargaining. "An intent to frustrate and delay
meaningful bargaining is evidenced by unreasonable delay in making a counter
.offer." NLRB v. West Coast Casket Co., 469  F.2d  871, 874-75  (Cir:  9,
1972): See also Clear Fine  Mouldings, suprs. The Union's failure to.
bargain in the present case is emphatically demonstrated by its failure to
submit formal bargaining proposals to the City  until August 1, 1984. This
was a full month after ths existing contract had expired. Negotiations had
not begun until mid-April 1984. This was itself about a month and a half
later than the Act requires. Thus, one would have expected that in the '
present case proposals would have been exchanged promptly after the actual
start of negotiations. Typically, unions in public sector bargaining in
this State have their initial proposals prepared before negotiations are
even begun and submit those proposals either when it requests bargaining or
,at  the first or second meeting. To wait over three months from.the actual
beginning of negotiations to submit even initial proposals is virtually
unheard of and is in no way consistent with anything resembling good faith
bargaining. This is especially so when the negotiations began late in the
first place.

The Union's  failure to bargain in good faith is also demonstrated by
its conditioning of bargaining upon withdrawal of certain.of  the City's
proposals which Wallace characterized as "give backs." The fact that a
proposal made by management would require a reduction of benefits in a
certain area or otherwise result in less favorable conditions of employment
for employees does notjustify a refusal to bargain over the proposal by the
union. In the context of pensions,
violation of the duty

.we  observed the following in finding a
to bargain where a union refused to bargain over

employer proposals for reduction in pension benefits:

If, as we'believe, the Union could require the [Employer] to bar-
gain about increasing pension benefits, then surely the [Employer]
should be entitled to require the Union to bargain about modifica-
tions of those benefits.
street.

The Act was not meant to be a one way
State of Cornecticut, Decision No. 2006 (1981).

It is sometimes a close question of bad faith bargaining when a party con-
ditions reaching agreement  upon withdrawal or acceptance of a proposal by
the other party. However, the present case shows much more than that.
Wallace conditioned bargaining itself
called "give.  backs."

upon uithdrawal  of the City's so-
Ris  position consistently was that either the City

withdraw the "give backs"  or go to arbitration. Consistent with that, he
showed little interest in discussions or meetings. i-Iis  statements in this
regard were not the mere posturing to show a tough front which is to be
expected in negotiations. Rather, when viewed in light of the totality of
the circumstances, Wallace's statements are stark admissions of the intent
behind his refusal to come to the bargaining table at reasonable times or to
negotiate in good faith despite tne repeated efforts of the City and the
mediator to get the Union to do so.

The Union's failure to bargain is also demonstrated by Wallace's fail-
ure to discuss in any meaningful way either its own proposals or the City's.
The duty to bargain in good faith requires a rational exchange of facts and
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arguments. As the Federal Second' Circuit Court of Appeals has stated in a
decision under the National Labor Relations Act:

[~]f the purpose of collective bargaining is to promote the
'rational exchange of facts and arguments' that will measurably
increase the chance of amicable agreement, then discussions in
which unsubstantiated reasons are substituted for genuine
arguments should be anathema. NLRB v.  General Electric Co., 418
F.2d  736, '72 LRRM 2540 (CA 2, 1969), cert. denied, 397  U.S. 965,
73 LRRM.2600 (1970).

See also Carpenters District Council of Will County, 255 NLRB 530, No. 75
(1981): Townof  Guilford, Decision No. 1mm), aff'd  in Town of
Guilfbrd  v.  Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations, No. 187~76  Superior
Court, New Haven J.D.(Septemberf  Guilford, we stated:

. ..a main purpose of collective bargaining is to assure that each
party's final stand shall be taken in the light of full discus-
sion based on full disclosure of unprivileged facts and reasons.
Each party still has it in his power to refuse an offer; the
only thing he has to fear from full discussion is that he may be
convinced by his adversary's arguments or -.  perhaps - that his

:. own position may be made to look arbitrary or foolish. We think
it is within the purposes of collective bargaining to e,xpose
bargainers to those risks.

In the negotiations in question here, all Wallace did was to proffer the.
ultimate non reason--that the Union simply would not accept the City's
initial proposals. In collective bargaining negotiations, initial pro-
posals by parties are typically extreme and represent a good deal of
-posturing and pie-in-the-sky positions. In other wor.ds, ordinarily there is
far more contained in such proposals than the party making them is really
willing to settle for. A substantial part of collective bargaining is
comprised of boiling down each side's initial proposals,until  the parties
are left with the issues that are most meaningful to each. In this regard,
we observed in Killingly Board of Education, Decision No. 2118 (1982).  that:

In evaluating initial proposals of the parties, we are mindful
that initial proposals in collective bargaining are rarely
realistic or reflective of the serious goals of the proposing
party. It has been our long experience that experienced labor
negotiators know this and give  the bargaining process some
time to allow the wheat to separate from the chaff.

Killingly, at p. 12

This boiling down process is practically never easy. It typically requires
a great deal of reasoned discussion and argument. Everyone associated with
collective bargaining is well aware of this. See e.g. Killingly, supra, and
City of Willimantic, Decision No. 1321 (1975) at p. 5. In the present case,
Wallace made no serious effort to engage in this often difficult but
essential process with the City. Instead, he raacted  as if the City's
initial proposals were its last best offer. Significantly, the City at no
time told Wallace that its initial proposals. were its bottom line and as an
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experienced negotiator, Wallace certainly must have known that in fact they
were not. Yet, he made virtually no effort to offer reasoned argument on
the merits of either the Union's or the City's proposals. Indeed, for
months he submitted no proposals on behalf of the Union and when he finally
did, he showed little or no interest in bargaining over the two sets of
proposals in any rational way and made no effort to test the City's position
through the bargaining process and find its real "bottom line"  despite the
fact that the City stood ready at all times to negotiate and was continually
frustrated by Wallace in its overtures to do so.

Finally, the Union's position on making'additional proposals when it
finally presented its initial bargaining proposals on August 1, 1984,  is
further evidence that it lacked an intention or desire to reach a settlement
through negotiations. As was discussed above, the Union's delay in waiting
until August 1, 1984  to make even its initial proposals is strong evidence
.of  bad faith bargaining. Beyond that, when the Union finally tendered its
written proposals, it added on a last minute list of additional oral
demands. This ordinarily would not be of great consequence but given that
these were initial proposals and the lengthy period of time before they were
made, the Union's failure to have reduced all of its initial proposals to
writing further indicates a lack of seriousness on the Union's part toward

the bargaining process. However, what is more significant is Wallace's
claimed reservation of a right to add altogether new proposals at a later
date. It is true that in the absence of ground rules so requiring, there
is no general labor law rule.that  'all new proposals be contained in a
,party's  initial package of proposals. However, given the extreme lateness
of the Union's initial proposals, its unwillingness to put all of its
initial proposals on the table so that the parties would know fully what
they were dealing with, demonstrates a d:n,,>tinct  lack of desire on Wallace's
part to see progress in the negotiations. Negotiations should be a
narrowing process and the Union's leaving the door.open  to at a later date
expand the issues in dispute is at least contrary to the spirit of the Act.
See Police Local '7'98  (Enfield), Decision No. I.563  (1977);  Town of Coventry,
I&ii

(1969) l

; Windsor Police Association, Decision No. 891

From the foregoing, it is obvious to us that Wallace had no desire
whatsoever to even attempt the good faith bargaining required by the Act.
Instead, Wallace showed a preconceived goal of proceeding to binding arbl-
tration without even trying to reach a voluntary mutual settlement with the
city. This is something we.have rarely before witnessed in Connecticut
collective bargaining and it is highly disturbing that it occurred in this
case.

Prior to 1975, the MERA provided for only mediation and fact finding*
as impasse resolution procedures when parties were unable to reach full
agreement in collective bargaining negotiations. In 1975, when the addition

* Fact finding is essentially a process whereby a neutral third party hears
the positions of the parties and makes recommendations for the.terms  of a
new contract. '.
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of binding interest arbitration* td tine Act was being debated in the
Connecticut General Assembly, opponents of binding arbitration argued that
,if  it were added to the Act it would diminish the incentive of parties to
engage in the hard work and serious efforts required to reach bargained
agreements and induce them instead to let the arbitrators decide disputes.
At the time, there was little experience nationally with binding interest
arbitration and some commentators and labor relations theorists had
predicted such problems might occur. We are happy to say that in 1986, some
ten years after binding arbitration was added to the MERA, our experience
and 'knowledge has shown that the early opponents of binding arbitration and
the commentators and theorists who made dire predictions that arbitration
would be the death knell of true collective bargaining have been proven
utterly wrong by the Connecticut experience; Under both the MERA and since
a similar binding arbitration process was added to the School Board-Teacher
Negotiations Act in 1979,  the overwhelming majority of bargaining disputes
under both Acts have been voluntarily settled. By comparison, very few have
had to be resolved by binding arbitration awards. This demonstrates that
both labor and management have consistently continued to engage in the hard
work of good faith bargaining and the effort required to reach voluntary
mutual agreements. The instant case presents conduct by the Union's repre-
sentative that is in stark contrast to this collective bargaining norm that
has existed since the 1975 enactment of binding arbitration. Whatever
,Wallace's  motivation was for acting as he did,** his actions could.only  lend
comfort and support to those who would overlook the exemplary history of
collective bargaining since binding arbitration and seek  to seize upon this
blatent but isolated instance. to renew criticism.of  a process that has
served the pub1.i.c  interest well since 1975.

The Union characterizes the City's complaint as alleging that the
Union violated the Act simply because It requested binding arbitration and
argues that this cannot be found a prohibited practice.because the Act not
only gives parties the right to request binding arbitration, but requires
institution of that process after ninety days have elapsed from the expira-
tion of a contract. The problem with the Union 's argument on this score is
that it misperceives the thrust of the City's complaint. The complaint is
not directed toward the Union's having requested binding arbitration, but

.

* The term "interest" arbitration refers to an arbitration process whereby
an arbitrator or arbitration panel decides what the terms of-a contract will
be when parties have failed to reach voluntary agreement on those terms.
This is to be distinguished from "rights"  or "grievance" arbitration where
the role of the arbitrators is to decide disputes over the meaning or
application of an existing contract to a situation that has arisen during
the term of the contract. Binding interest arbitration was added to the
impasse resolution procedures of the Act by Public Act 75-570.

** While binding arbitration has brought finality to negotiations (a major
goal of the proponents of binding arbitration in 1975),  binding arbitration
has not resulted in great financial improvements for labor or resulted in
unreasonable incursions on traditional management rights. This makes it
somewhat perplexing to us that the Union's representative here sought to
ignore the bargaining process and thrust the negotiations into binding
arbitration.
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toward the Union's failure to bargain in good faith which preceded the
request for arbitration. And it is that  conduct which we have found to
violate the Act.

The Union also argues that the lack of meetings in the negotiations
resulted from conflicts in schedule bekeen  Wallace and McAllister. There
is positively no evidence in the record showing that McAllister's schedule
was ever an obstacle to sche,duling meeting dates. As is discussed above,
from the record presented we are wholly convinced that Wallace's schedule
was also not a factor in his failure to meet. Rather,  he did not wish to
meet because he did not want to negotiate and the scheduling excuse was a
mere pretext.

The Union also suggests that the City's position on ground rules for
negotiations were in some fashion inconsistent with good faith bargaining
and contributed to delay in bargaining. There is nothing in the record to

show that the specific ground rules proposed by the City would have been,
harmful to tine negotiating process. Neither side introduced the City's
ground rules proposals into the record, but the subject matter addressed by
the City's  ground rules proposals are typical of what mutually agreed upon
negotiating ground rules in Connecticut public sector negotiations
frequently address. Host often such ground rule.3  are an aid to the
negotiating process rat'ner  than  a hinderance. If the specifics of the
City's  proposals in t'nis  case would have revealed something to the contrary,

' '. the Union could and should have placed them in evidence. Moreover,  because
of the Union's total opposition to having any ground rules, the City in
effect withdrew  i .f;a proposals so the parties could move on to substantive
negotiations. Throughout tine period in question the City showed a clear
desire to engage in good faith negotiations and its actions were consistent
with that desire,

In fashioning a remedy that will serve the 2oiicies  of the Act for the
violation found in this case, we must of course include an order that the
Union cease and desist from such conduct in the future. In view of the
record presented before us, the Union's defenses in this case have been
shown frivolous and to raise non-debatable issues. In those few cases in
the past where we have found a respondent's position to be such, we have
included in the remedy an order that respondent pay to the complainant
reasonable attorney's fees and related costs connected with presenting the
prohibited practice case. Killingly Board of Education, Decision No. 2118
(1982); Mahalia Jackson Day Care Center, Decision Yo. 2237 (1932),  summarily
enforced in Connectic~?;  State Baird  of Labor Relations v.  Xahalia  Jackson

'airfield J. D. at BridgeportDay Care Center, 20. 20513  Superior Court, F
(December 139  1982); City of Star,fcrd,  Decision Xo.  2183  (1983);  State of

-mm-;  i --Connecticut, Decision ilo. 2243. Ind  Xayco  Xanagement,  Inc., Decision
No. 2329 (1984). 51e  see no reason to-depart from that approach in the
present case.

There is a final aspect of remedy which is compelled if we are to
fully effectuate the purposes of the Act by our order in this case. Since
the XERA  was originally enacted in 1955,  our remedy power has been described
in Section 7-471(4)(B) of the Act as follows:
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If, upon all the testimony, the board determines that a prohibited
practice has been or is being committed, it.shall  state its find-
ings of fact and shall issue and cause to be served on the party
committing the prohibited practice an order requiring it or him
to cease and desist from such prohibited practice, and shall take
such further affirmative action as will effectuate the policies
of sections 7-467 to 7-477, inclusive, including but not limited
to: (i) Withdrawal of certification of an employee organization
established or assisted by any action defined in said sections as
a prohibited practice, (ii) reinstatement of an employee dis-
criminated against in violation of said.sections  with or without
back pay, or (iii) if either party is found to.have refused to
bargain tiollectively  in good'faith, ordering fact finding and
directing the party found to have refused to bargain to pay the
full costs of fact finding under section 7-473 resulting from the
negotiations in which the refusal to bargain occurred.

In 1965, the only impasse resolution procedure provided for in the Act other
than mediation was fact finding. Unlike mediation,* the cost of fact
finding was intended to be borne by the parties.** The reference in Section
7-471(4)(B) (iii) of the Act to the Board's power to order payment of the
costs of fact finding shows a clear intent that trhen  a party has failed to
bargain in good faith, the purposes of the Act will be served by requiring
the respondent to bear the costs of the impasse resolution process. The
addition of binding arbitration to the Act's impasse resolution procedure
occurred in 19'75  and like fact finding, the coats of arbitration are borne
by the parties:%*% In view of the broad discretionary  power we are given.by
Section 7-471(4)  (B) to fashion remedies that effectuate the policies of the
Act, and the intent of the Act since its inception that a party who has
refused to bargain in good faith be required to bear the costs of the
impasse resolution procedure, we believe it is within our authority and
administrative discretion to include the costs of arbitration in a .remedy.
In Killingly, supra, we impliedly acknowledged our authority to issue such a
remedy, but in that case there was good faith bargaining subsequent to t'ne
employer's illegal conduct and before binding arbitration was entered.
Where, as in the pressent case, a party by its failure to bargain in good
faith.has  precluded any possibility of reaching voluntary agreement, thereby
making avoidance of binding interest arbitration impossible, the purposes of
the Act are clearly served by ordering the offending party to pay complain-
ant's costs for the resultant binding arbitration proceedings. In the
present case, the record shows that Wallace failed to bargain in good faith
throughout negotiations and'as  a result precluded all possibility of reach-
ing agreement short of arbitration. Therefore, inclusion of arbitration
costs as part of the remedy is warranted in the present case.

* Under the MERA,  mediation services do not incur costs to the parties,
because such services were and are provided through state employed
mediators.

** See Section 7-473(e)  of the Act.

x+* See Section 7-473(c)(d) of the Act.
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By virtue of and pursuant to the powers vested in the Connecticut
State Board of Labor Relations by the Municipal Employee Relations Act, it
is hereby

ORDERED, that the Union shall

I . Cease and desist in the future from refusing to bargain in good
faith in collective bargaining negotiations.

II. Take the following affirmative action which the Board finds will
effectuate the policies of the Act:

(a) Pay to the City its costs and expenses incurred in the
investigation, preparation, presentation, and conduct of this
case, including the following costs and expenses incurred in these
proceedings: reasonable counsel fees, salaries, witness fees,
transcript costs, travel expenses and other reasonable costs and
expenses to be determined in a compliance hearing on damages
before this Board in the event the parties are not able mutually
to agree upon the amount in question within thirty days of the

:. -receipt of this Decision and Order;

(b) Pay to the City its costs and expenses incurred in the
binding arbitration proceedings for a successor collective bar-
gaining agreement discussed in this case including: arbitrators'
fees and experlses,  and transcript costs, to be determined in a
compliance hearing on damages before this Board in the event the
parties are not able mutually to agree upon the amount in ques-
tion within thirty days of the receipt of this ,Decision  and Order;.

(c) Post immediately and leave posted for a period of'sixty
‘(60) consecutive days from the date of posting, in a conspicuous
place where the employees customarily assemble, a copy of this
Decision and Order in its entirety; and

(d) Notify the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations at
its office in the Labor Department, 200 Folly Brook Boulevard,
Wethersfield, Connecticut, within thirty (30) days of the receipt
of this Decision and Order, of the steps taken by the Union to
comply therewith. .

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

BY s/ Victor M. Ferrante
Victor M. Ferrante, Chairman

s/ Patricia V. Low
Patricia V. Low

s/ Craig Shea
Craig Shea .
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CSBLR Dec. No. 2465
Case No. MEPP-8977

NO. CV 86-0316928s

LOCAL 1566, COUNCIL 4
AFSCME, AFL-CIO

v.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF
LABOR RELATIONS AND CITY
OF MILFORD

: SUPERIOR COURT

: JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF HARTFORD-

NEW BRITAIN AT HARTFORD

: SEPTEMBER 30, 1988

MEMORANDUM OF DECISION

The plaintiff (hereinafter "Union") has filed this

administrative appeal of a decision of the Board of Labor Rela-

tions, (hereinafter "Board") that the Union failed to bargain

in good faith and therefore should pay certain costs, including

charges for the arbitration process, to the City of Milford

(hereinafter "City"), Conn. Gen. Stat. Sec. 4-183. This court

dismisses the appeal.

I - Aggrievement

_ Aggrievement of .the Appellant is a jurisdictional

prerequisite to pursue an appeal from an agency decision. Lo,c@

1303 L Local 1378 v. FOIC, 191 Conn. 173, 463 A.2d 613 (1983).

An adverse decision by the agency is not aggrievement; ag-

grievement must be alleged and proven as an issue of fact,

Beckish v. Manafort, 175 Conn. 415, 399 A.2d 1294 (1978)(RI. R.
mo --(

Stitch Assoc. Inc. v. Town Council, 155 Conn. &,~%$A&! 545
+ --..3-t IT' -.*-. - - 17 YY'

(1967).
. .5.';  '-5 r.,-z c, . .. .



The Union has alleged and proven that the agency

characterized it as failing to bargain in good faith and then

imposed monetary sanction. The Union, therefore, demonstrated a

specific, personal and legal interest in the subject matter of

the decision and established that this interest has been spe-.

cially and injuriously affected. Local 1303 t Local 1378 v.

FOIC,  supra.

The Union has established sufficient aggrievement to

bring this appeal.

II - Good Faith Bargaining

The City is the employer and the Union is the exclu-

sive bargaining representative of certain City employees. The

collective bargaining agreement expired on June 30, 1984. Al-

though under Sec. 7-473b negotiations for the successor agree-

ments were to start by the first week of March 1984, the first

session occurred on April 13, 1984. The City presented its ini-

tial written proposal at a May 16, 1984 meeting. The City's

proposals contained "giveibacks",_- creating bargaining difficul-

ties for the Union. Citing the lack of Union response to bar-

gaining, about June 1, 1984 the City requested a state media-

tor. The Union was unable to arrange dates in June with the

mediator. The Union claimed inability to meet in July. The

Union finally submitted initial written proposals on August 1,

1984, but simultaneously added oral proposals and reserved the
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right to add additional proposals later. Although the parties

scheduled the next meeting for August 30, 1984, the City Sug-

gested earlier and frequent meetings, including evenings or

weekends, to resolve the contract; no Union response. Following

the August 30, meeting, the Union, although asked, did not sup-

ply any further meeting dates.

Ninety days after the collective bargaining agree-

ment, binding and final arbitration was statutorily mandated by

the Board at the request of the Union. S e c .  7-473~.

The failure to bargain in good faith consisted of the

Union's behavior which preceded the Union's request for arbi-

tration. Sets. 7-470(a)(4); 7-470(b)(2); 7-469; 7-470(c). The

Board concluded that the Union wanted to leap frog over collec-

tive bargaining into compulsory arbitration.

Having read the transcript and exhibits as well as

the Decision of the Board, the court can only decide whether

the agency acted illegally, arbitrarily or in abuse of discre-

tion. Neri v. Powers, 3 Conn. App .-531, 490 A.2d 528 (1985);

Zenga v. Zebrowski, 170 Conn. 55, 364 A.2d 213 (1975). The

court does not retry the case or substitute its own discretion

for that of the Board. Buckley v. Muzio, 200 Conn. 1,509 A.2d

489 (1986). The burden of proof is on the appellant; moreover,

there may be a presumption that the agency acted legally and

properly. Woodbury  Water Co. v. P.U.C., 174 Conn. 258, 386 A.2d

-3-



232 (1978).

There is a logical and rational basis for the Board's

decision. Sec. 4-183(g). Neither opening procedural rules or

buy-backs precluded negotiation or justified the failure of the

Union to bargain at least in good faith.

III - Sanctions

Having decided that a prohibited practice had been

committed, the Board was thus empowered to "take such further

affirmative action as will effectuate the policies of sections

7-467 to 7-477, inclusive, including but not limited to: (i)

withdrawal of certification of an employee organization. . .

(ii) reinstatement of an:employee  discriminated against. . .

and (iii) if either party is found to have refused to bargain

collectively in good faith, ordering fact finding and directing

the party found to have refused to bargain to pay the full

costs of fact finding. . ." (emphasis added) 7-471(4)(B).

Because the Board found the Union's defenses to be

frivolous and to have- raised non-debatable issues, the Board

ordered the Union to pay reasonable attorneys' fees and related

costs connected with presenting the case. The Board has made

similar orders since 1982, even though Sec. 7-471(4)(B) does

not specifically provide. Assuming that Sec. 7-471(4)(B) is am-

biguous, this long standing interpretation should be given def-

erences. Griffin Hospital v. Corn. on Hospitals & Health Care,
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200 Conn. 489, 496-497, 512 A.2d 199 (1986).

Reflecting its concern that an unfair refusal to bar-

gain in good faith could preclude any possibility of agreement

short of arbitration, the Board further ordered the Union to

pay the City's costs and expenses incurred in the binding arbi-

tration proceedings. Compare Sec. 7-473(d). The Board wished to

discourage a party to a labor agreement from forcing binding

arbitration by simply dodging its obligation to bargain. The

availability of binding arbitration since 1975 has not ended

true collective bargaining activity. This Milford situation is

a "blatant but isolated instance". The special circumstance

suggested further remedy:.when a party fails to bargain in good

faith so as to force arbitration, let that party pay for the

costs of arbitration. The sanction was rational and fitting.

Sir William Gilbert, The Mikado, Act II.

But were the sanctions legal? In administrative ap-

peals, the court expounds and applies governing principals of

law. The court must construe Sec. 7-471(4)(B), so the standard

of review is broader than ordinarily used in reviewing a fac-

tual determination of an agency. Robinson v. Unemployment

Security Board of Review, 181 Conn. 1, 5-6, 434 A.2d 293

(1980).

The Union contends Sets.  7-473(d) and 7-471(4)(B)

preclude imposing arbitration costs when Sec. 7-471(4)(B) (iii)
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refers only to fact finding costs and Sec. 4-473(d) covers ar-

bitration costs. The court disagrees. While the General

Assembly in 1975 did not expand Sec. 7-471(4)(B) to specially

include arbitration costs when compulsory arbitration was en-

acted, there was no need to do so. First, the fact finding

sanction is only a particular illustration of the general

sanction provision. The Board can take further affirmative ac-

tion including but not limited to the three examples given in

Sec. 7-471(4)(B), as it has done without apparent objection as

to costs of the proceeding. Taking this statute as a whole, the

language is clear. The reasonable overall meaning is that Sec.
.I.

7-471(4)(B)(i) to (iii) is'.illustrative  and not exclusive. Ford

Motor Credit Co. v. B. W. Beardsley, 208 Conn. 13, A.2d

(1988). Second, while Sec. 7-473(d) allocates arbitration'costs

in the normal extension of failed collective bargaining, Sec.

7-471(4)(B) is concerned with imposing sanctions to prevent

abuse of the bargaining process. The two statutes are readily

reconciled. Without any .inconsistency, Sec. 7-473(d) is not an

exception to Sec. 4-471(4)(B). Warner v. Leslie-Elliott

Construction, Inc., 194 Conn. 129, 134, 479 A.2d 231 (1984).

There is no ambiguity in these statutes. When a statute is

clear, the court applies the law as expressed in the statutory

language. Ford Motor Credit Co. v. B. W. Beardsley, Inc.,

supra.
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Even if interpretation is needed, reconciling the

separate parts of the statute and relating the statutes in the

light of purpose and policy, the same conclusion appears. Com-

pare, Canton Motorcar Works, Inc. V. DiMartino, 6 Conn. App.

447, 505 A.2d 1255 (1986).

The Board is not limited by Sec. 4- 471(4)(B)(i) to

(iii) or Sec. 4-473 in fashioning its sanctions. The court can-

not engraft a limitation onto the statutory language. Burnham

v. Administrator, 184 Conn. 317, 439 A.2d 1008 (1981). The leg-

islature accomplished a reasonable and rational result in em-

powering the Board to fashion, as here, appropriate sanctions

as new situation developed. King v. Board of Education, 203

Conn. 324, 524 A.2d 1131 (1987). See Conn. State Labor

Relations Board v. Conn. Yankee Greyhound Racing, Inc. et al.,

175 Conn. 625, 402 A.2d 777 (1978).

IV - Conclusion

The court notes prior file activity under #102,  109,

111, 112. See Breen v. Phelps, 186 Conn. 86, 439 A.2d 1066

(1987).

This appeal is dismissed and costs are taxed in favor

of the prevailing party.

.
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